KECHARA PARADISE
The Kechara Paradise outlets are five Dharma stores throughout Malaysia, with four in the Klang
Valley and one in Penang. Though each outlet is different in concept, they all strive to bring the
unique arts and culture of the Himalayas to the cosmopolitan, urban Malaysian.
Although inspired by the centuries-old traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, there is a strong emphasis
on aesthetics – Kechara Paradise aims to bring a different aspect of Asia to the great melting pot of
cultures already found here in Malaysia. Store managers personally source for the best quality
items all over Asia, and select pieces that best suit our contemporary Malaysian lifestyle. From
Tibetan cabinets to brass statues to carpets and Tibetan thangkas, every corner of a Kechara
Paradise has hidden treasures. Whether your decor is Bali-inspired or modern Manhattan, these
items will provide character suitable for any setting.
A Kechara Paradise item is versatile, and can be bought purely for its aesthetic appeal or, should
customers be interested, for the symbolism, rich history and Tibetan traditions that it represents.
For those who are spiritually curious, the well-informed and friendly staff in all the stores are happy
to share their knowledge with you with no obligation to purchase.
There is an online store www.vajrasecrets.com available to the rest of the world, which specialises in
Buddha statues, books and the supporting ritual items.
For more information about any of our outlets, please contact our Outlet Managers, or any of the
direct store contact details listed.
Contact Us
[ W ] www.kechara.com/shopping

THE OUTLETS
Kechara Paradise 1UTAMA

In a cosy corner of 1Utama Shopping Centre stands Kechara Paradise 1Utama. Our store here
has a broad range of high-quality, hand-crafted statues, traditional Tibetan sculptures and furniture
that are hard to find in this part of the world.
S328F (2nd Floor),
1Utama Shopping Centre,
1 Lebuh Bandar Utama,
47800 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, MALAYSIA.
[ T ] +603 7710 4435
[ F ] +603 7710 6141
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10am to 10pm

Kechara Paradise VIVA HOME

The Kechara Paradise (KP) outlet in Viva Home, Cheras will be KP’s fifth beautifully-appointed
outlet bringing mystical Himalayan arts to Malaysia. This retail space, the biggest amongst the KP
chain of outlets, will feature Himalayan furniture with a home decor concept to help you add an
exotic twist to your lifestyle and home.
Renovations are currently underway, and the outlet is expected to be ready by February 2011. With
the mall expected to open to its first customers in March 2011, KP in Viva Home will be another
modern temple for modern people.
No. 1-43a-17, 18 & 19,
First Floor, Viva Home,
85, Jalan Loke Yew,
55200 Kuala Lumpur,
Wilayah Persekutuan, MALAYSIA.
[ T ] +603 9286 6817
[ F ] +603 9286 8817
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10am to 10pm

Kechara Paradise SUNWAY PYRAMID

Popular with cosmopolitan shoppers and foreign visitors, Kechara Paradise's outlet here reflects
the shopping centre's colourful architecture, carrying an especially wide range of items, with a
special focus on unique jewellery and modern interpretations of traditional Tibetan art.
LG2.70,
Sunway Pyramid Shopping Mall,
46150 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, MALAYSIA.
[ T ] +603 5632 6575
[ F ] +603 5632 6576
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10am to 10pm

Kechara Paradise SS2

Our very first Kechara Paradise outlet caters particularly to Buddhist practitioners and supplies
traditional ritual items used for prayer and Dharma practice. They also carry an extensive collection
of books and DVDs, natural healing incense from Nepal and an exclusive collection of rare Buddha
statues.
No. 19 Jalan SS2/67,
47300 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, MALAYSIA
[ T ] +603 7877 0071
[ F ] +603 7877 0061
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10am to 6pm

Kechara Paradise PENANG

At our first outlet to be opened outside the Klang Valley, Kechara Paradise in Penang brings the
uniqueness of Himalayan treasures to north Malaysia. The outlet features many beautiful statues,
thangkas, a stunning jewellery collection and a comprehensive selection of Dharma books and
DVDs.
*
3HQDQJ7LPHV6TXDUH,
-DODQ'DWR.HUDPDW
3HQDQJ.
[ T ] +604 
[ F ] +604 
Opening Hours
Monday to Saturday (Closed on Sundays and Public Holidays)
11am to 6pm (By appoitment only)

